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Introduction 

During my senior year of high school I began attending what was then one of the most 

dynamic churches in the area, and indeed possibly in the nation. It was called NewSong, at that time 

located in Covina, founded and led by Dieter Zander as a church dedicated to ministry among the 

so-called Generation X.
1
 While this church offered a new approach to the specified target audience 

and avant garde approach to ministry in general, the lasting impact of Zander’s work, and others 

like it, has since been revealed as being a bridge of sorts, from traditional assumptions of 

ecclesiology towards new models and approaches. In their book Emerging Churches, Eddie Gibbs 

and Ryan Bolger include Zander as one of the key leaders in the development of what became later 

known as the Emerging Church.
2
 Thus, my own participation in this church in its early years 

exposed me to the trends, conversations, challenges, and patterns that fed into the burgeoning 

missional and emerging church movements, well before such terms came into common parlance. In 

1995, when Dieter Zander left NewSong to go to Willowcreek, the church pressed on in its ministry 

focus, developing its small groups ministries even further as house-churches. Three church plants 

developed from this era, two of which could easily be considered proto-models of emerging 

churches, one in Pasadena, one in Pomona. While I did not join either one of these, I had good 

friends in each and heard their joys and their complaints. By the time I joined NewSong Church in a 

more official capacity during my seminary years, the church had begun a slow transition. Gen-Xers 

were no longer all hip, young singles but were increasingly harried, distracted marrieds with young 

children. And such people are often less interested in avante garde ministry styles and more 

interested in programmatic, predictable ministries for kids and over-scheduled parents. 

                                                 
1
 See Dieter Zander, “The Gospel for Generation X,” Christianitytoday.com, April 1, 1995,  

http://www.christianitytoday.com/global/printer.html?/le/1995/spring/5l2036.html , [accessed June 2, 2011] for an 

article by Zander on this topic written a few years after I started attending his church. Cf. Tom Beaudoin, Virtual Faith : 

The Irreverent Spiritual Quest of Generation X (San Francisco: Jossey-Bass, 1998). 
2
 See Eddie Gibbs and Ryan K. Bolger, Emerging Churches: Creating Christian Community in Postmodern Cultures 

(Grand Rapids, MI: Baker Academic, 2005), 323ff. 
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I pushed for continued awareness of both younger generations and those in the original 

generation who had remained single, but the church moved increasingly to reflect the common 

concerns of most traditional congregations, with its easy to manage programs and efficiently run 

hierarchy. At the same time, I also saw the dissolution of the church plants, each for different 

reasons, though each related to, as I see it, using old models of leadership while at the same time 

declaring a rhetoric of wide participation and shared vision. By early 2003, dysfunction in the 

leadership of my own church as well as intense frustrations with what I saw as other failed 

approaches, led me to leave NewSong and enter into a season of personal study and renewal. I 

stopped leading in or even attending a church. I burned out, and I burned out in a curious way. I 

burned out on emerging models of church just as these trends were beginning to get a great deal of 

attention. While others flocked to these models out of angst and frustration with traditional 

approaches, my angst and frustration came out of these models, leaving me very little directions to 

go. The prophet Jeremiah wrote, “Thus says the LORD: Stand at the crossroads, and look, and ask 

for the ancient paths, where the good way lies; and walk in it, and find rest for your souls.” And so I 

did.  

 I had been “emerging” not because I was trying to find a hip new way of reaching the 

present generation, or trying to get a little flash in my approaches to church. I had been “emerging” 

because my context opened my eyes to the possibilities inherent in such approaches, to the 

possibilities that could come with fully embracing community-wide holistic participation.  This was 

coupled with a natural postmodern approach to life and this world. I experienced a taste of what was 

possible, and pushed for such emerging approaches before there was such a term as the “emerging 

church”. It was part of who I was, and as such I was not drawn in by the new excitement but 

realized this new excitement carried with it the potential for great disillusionment. For so many, 

everything was new and exciting, and so they could not yet come to terms with some inherent 
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problems that arose in these new model congregations. Instead of books on ministry, I turned to 

books by early monastics, by thinkers and leaders from hundreds of years ago, and to more complex 

theology. I found renewed peace and focus, but I also found a curious more. About five years after 

leaving NewSong, I found myself back involved in this conversation on emerging churches, and the 

inspiration for this return came from a very curious direction. I found my experiences in emerging 

forms of church sparked by my reading of Jürgen Moltmann.  

As I read more of his works, I found my own interests and passions being developed 

theologically, and more than this, I found a lot of my angst and unfocused concerns given 

specificity and responses. Moltmann awakened a renewed interest that there was something indeed 

more to the possibilities of emerging churches, that they were pointing in a worthwhile direction, 

and could contribute a substantive renewal of the church, especially if they were to find a depth of 

thought and more critical awareness of their own approaches. All this, even as Moltmann had no 

awareness of the emerging church movement as it was then developing. Yet, it was through 

Moltmann I came back to the emerging church. Which suggests there was something emerging even 

in Moltmann. But what was this specifically? 

In 2006, I audited a class on the emerging church which led to my writing It’s a Dance: 

Moving with the Holy Spirit. Here my deep-seated critique of the emerging church ignoring the 

topic of the Holy Spirit was given a positive outlet through a conversational, Moltmannian 

pneumatology. In this book, I sought to both encourage the emerging church that they needed to 

consider the Spirit while at the same time I sought to give the emerging church more grounding as a 

substantive movement, rather than be seen as yet another fly-by-night “church growth” trend. I was 

humbled and blessed by the number of notable endorsers of this book, and was blown away when 

Moltmann himself offered some kinds words in its behalf. In 2007, I sat in on a class studying 

Moltmann and read his major works, with my burgeoning thoughts on the emerging church in the 
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back of my mind as I did so. Even though I was not taking this class for credit, I wrote a paper titled 

“Hope for the Kingdom: Jürgen Moltmann and the Emerging Churches in Conversation,” and was 

told this paper could serve as an initial outline for a possible future dissertation. I was accepted into 

PhD studies at Fuller with this topic in mind, and since late 2009 I have sought to develop key 

themes and theses which help bolster the arguments in that initial paper.  

Which now leads to this present contribution. As I have worked in various ways to build a 

stronger, and more cohesive, conversation between the emerging church and Jürgen Moltmann, I 

have increasingly turned towards some constructive ideas as a way of establishing a common 

ground that brings these two together as well as provides a fruitful contribution to theological 

studies in general (as this is the encouraged goal of any dissertation). Rather than writing a 

dissertation on Moltmann and showing how his work may interact with the writings of the emerging 

church, I seek a more constructive approach which, in its way, adheres to Moltmann’s own 

interests. In an essay on Karl Barth, Moltmann wrote: “One does not honor a teacher by 

regurgitating his thoughts and quoting his texts or even blaming him for his thoughts so as to be 

able to get them from him again with greater authority. One honors a teacher by independently 

attempting to recognize and express an issue with which he too was concerned.”
3
 

As I continued my studies I realized that the emerging church could be understood as a form 

of liberation theology, not for the oppressed as in Latin America or elsewhere, but rather it was a 

liberation theology concerned with liberation of the oppressor. These two aspects of liberation have 

been a concern of Moltmann’s since early in his career, and he even wrote an foundational essay on 

the liberation of the oppressor several decades ago.  But, since the idea of a liberation of oppressor 

was unique enough to serve as dissertation priority, it also means it is substantively undeveloped as 

a direction of study, even as it is increasingly important. “The topic ‘Liberation of the oppressors’ is 

                                                 
3
 Jürgen Moltmann, History and the Triune God: Contributions to Trinitarian Theology (New York: Crossroad, 1992), 

125.  
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a necessary but somehow dangerous project,” Moltmann wrote to me in Fall of 2010. “The 

liberation of oppressed people is self-evident, at least for them, the liberation of oppressors is not, it 

needs to ‘make the blind see’. It is a painful process.” As a painful process, the study cannot simply 

depend on superficial adjustments, and thus goes, I believe, beyond the purview of ministry studies, 

missiology, or so-called “practical” theology. The more I study, the more I am convinced such a 

project must enter more deeply into the realms of systematic theology, seeking a comprehensive re-

working of core expressions of theological topics and method, which would acknowledge the root 

issues and address underlying assumptions which has led the church to not only collaborate at times 

with oppressive structures but to, over the centuries, begin to reflect attitudes of oppression within 

its own ecclesial models.  

Such a comprehensive study would be daunting to any, let alone a burgeoning theology 

student preparing to work on a dissertation. It was this in mind, that I contacted Jürgen Moltmann 

and asked if he would be willing to discuss some of the key issues on this topic as well as the 

proposed concepts and approaches I was considering as part of my dissertation. He agreed to meet 

with me in Tübingen in May, 2011. What follows is a summation of our three sessions together, in 

which I took the opportunity to hear his perspective on some of my theses, ask questions about his 

theology, and in general, to confirm that I was being faithful to the trajectory which he has 

emphasized, even as I add my own constructive ideas to this trajectory. It is my hope not to be 

Moltmannian in reciting his theology as the end of all that can be written on the topic, but to be 

Moltmannian in pressing forward, with courage, ideas which he has proposed and has left for later 

theologians to develop even further.  

Even more important during this quarter, however, is the most basic question of such a 

study: why should Moltmann and the emerging church be in conversation? Honestly, my correlation 

of these two otherwise very disparate fields of study came more from instinct and impression rather 
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than a clearly conceived justification of why Moltmann would be an especially good resource for 

emerging church ecclesiology. In the course of my readings the past few months, however, I believe 

I have developed a much stronger, much more coherent reasoning. Moltmann speaks into the 

emerging church so helpfully because his own influences reflected so much of emerging church 

priorities. As I developed this in the early weeks, I was able to confirm it more closely during the 

sessions with him, and gathered even more justification why Moltmann and the Emerging/Missional 

church make entire sense together as conversational, theological, and ecclesiastical partners.  

 This present paper is divided into three sections, each related to a specific session I had with 

Moltmann. Prior to this, however, I will briefly discuss the key documents and readings which 

served as a foundation of the conversation and my questions. As a result of these sessions and study, 

I feel I am now able to form a tentative outline of my dissertation, which can be developed with 

more confidence as I now have a stronger sense of Moltmann’s perspective and an encouraged 

sense of Moltmann’s approval of my approach to the various issues at hand.  

Sources 

 Before I turn to the conversation itself, it is worthwhile to make some initial notes 

concerning the core documents which I refer to in the course of the conversations as well as the 

readings which served as my initial orientation to the conversation. When I received a letter from 

Moltmann confirming the sessions and read his comment, “prepare well for the sessions so that you 

get the most out of them,” I realized not only the burden of having to prepare a discussion time with 

one of the most important theologians of the last century but also that I needed to prepare it in a way 

that gave me the most efficient help with my specific goals. This was an opportunity which may not 

come again, so I sought to make sure I entered into it with the best possible preparation and oriented 

the discussion precisely in the ways that gave me the most help for my proposed dissertation. With 

the latter goal, I decided that I would use two of my own essays as the basis of the questions and to 
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help guide the discussion.  

The first essay was one I wrote for a recent class on ecclesiology, titled “An Emerging 

Liberation of the Oppressor Exploring a Constructive Ecclesiology in the Context of the 

Industrialized West.”
4
 In this paper, I explored a key thesis of my dissertation, proposed some 

constructive concepts, and otherwise attempted to begin to develop the core arguments which my 

dissertation will, hopefully, develop further and support more substantively. There were aspects of 

this in which I felt like I was taking an exploratory leap, and I felt like having Moltmann’s own 

contributions in regards to these approaches would bolster both my focus and my confidence in 

pressing these themes further. The second paper was the first essay I wrote in regards to Moltmann 

and the emerging church, written prior to my PhD studies, but which has served as a guiding 

resource for my continued study and as a basic outline to my upcoming dissertation. It is titled 

“Hope for the Kingdom: Jürgen Moltmann and the Emerging Church in Conversation.”
5
 In addition 

to these two primary writings, I also relied on other studies I have made, which can be found on my 

website. It is my thought that adapted portions of these two essays and sections of others can be 

included as part of my overall dissertation.
6
 

 In addition to my own work, which served as a guide to the discussions, my goal for the 

quarter as a whole was to better understand Moltmann’s theological context as well as to expand my 

reading of secondary material about his work. For the former goal, I focused on two key influences 

that guided Moltmann’s early development: Christoph Blumhardt and Dietrich Bonhoeffer.
7
 While 

                                                 
4
 A copy of this paper can be found at http://www.dualravens.com/fullerlife/phd/oppressorliberation.pdf 

5
 A copy of this paper can be found at http://www.dualravens.com/phd/emergingmoltmann.pdf 

6
 In addition to the two papers mentioned above, a paper on method that I wrote in 2010 serves as a third key document, 

portions of which are highly relevant to my overall study and which, I hope, will provide initial content for the final 

work: http://www.dualravens.com/fullerlife/phd/LiberatingTheologyOden.pdf  See http://www.dualravens.com/phd for 

a list of other related studies which I have developed in the course of my PhD studies.  
7
 Primary works consulted include: Christoph Blumhardt, Action in Waiting (Farmington, PA: Plough Pub. House, 

1998);  Christoph Blumhardt, Christoph Blumhardt and His Message, ed. Robert Lejeune, 2nd ed. (Rifton, NY,: Plough 

Pub. House, 2006); Dietrich Bonhoeffer, Ethics, vol. 6, Dietrich Bonhoeffer Works (Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 2005); 

Dietrich Bonhoeffer, Discipleship, vol. 4, Dietrich Bonhoeffer Works (Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 2003).   Secondary 
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a thorough study of either would require their own quarter, or more, of study, my goal was not as 

much to be entirely exhaustive but rather to understand how their method, interests, and overall 

theological contributions intersect with Moltmann’s priorities. With the latter goal, that of 

secondary material, I sought to expand my understanding of the interpretation of Moltmann, 

especially in regards to his anthropology. While Bauckham and Müller-Fahrenholz have long 

served as the leading secondary interpreters of Moltmann, there are a significant number of others 

whose work is well worth considering in any theological analysis of Moltmann’s theology.
8
 As 

these are almost too numerous to even list, let alone read, I limited myself to two studies for this 

present quarter.
9
 In addition to these resources already mentioned, I also sought to gain Moltmann’s 

own insights on his influences and on the subjects I was most interested in discussing. Fortunately, 

he had written some very helpful texts and essays which helped me better understand his contexts 

and contributions.
10

 

Session One 

 Each of the three sessions with Jürgen Moltmann began at 4pm. They took place at his 

house in Tübingen, Germany, in what appeared to be a room dedicated to such discussions. There 

were two bookshelves at each end of the relatively narrow room, with a large, tan leather chair on 

                                                                                                                                                                  
works consulted include: Simeon Zahl, Pneumatology and Theology of the Cross in the Preaching of Christoph 

Friedrich Blumhardt: The Holy Spirit between Wittenberg and Azusa Street (New York: T & T Clark, 2010) and Frank 

D. Macchia, Spirituality and Social Liberation : The Message of the Blumharts in the Light of Wuerttemberg Pietism, 

Pietist and Wesleyan Studies No. 4 (Metuchen, N.J.: Scarecrow Press, 1993). 
8
 See, for instance, Richard Bauckham, The Theology of Jürgen Moltmann (Edinburgh: T&T Clark, 1995) and Geiko 

Müller-Fahrenholz, The Kingdom and the Power : The Theology of Jürgen Moltmann (Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 

2001). 
9
 Ton van Prooijen, Limping but Blessed : Jürgen Moltmann's Search for a Liberating Anthropology (New York: 

Rodopi, 2004) and Joy Ann McDougall, Pilgrimage of Love : Moltmann on the Trinity and Christian Life ( New York: 

Oxford University Press, 2005).  
10

 Jürgen Moltmann, The Passion for Life : A Messianic Lifestyle, trans. M. Douglas Meeks (Philadelphia: Fortress 

Press, 1978);  Jürgen Moltmann, A Broad Place: An Autobiography (Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 2008); Jürgen 

Moltmann, Two Studies in the Theology of Bonhoeffer (New York: Scribner, 1967); Jürgen Moltmann, The Gospel of 

Liberation (Waco, Tex.: Word Books, 1973); Jürgen Moltmann, "The Liberation of Oppressors," Journal of the 

Interdenominational Theological Center 6, 2 (1979); Jürgen Moltmann, "The Hope for the Kingdom of God and Signs 

of Hope in the World: The Relevance of Blumhardt's Theology Today," Pneuma 26, 1 (2004): 4-16. On this latter issue 

of Blumhardt and Moltmann, I also consulted Christian T. Collins Winn and Peter Heltzel, "'Before Bloch There Was 

Blumhardt': A Thesis on the Origins of the Theology of Hope," Scottish Journal of Theology 62, 1 (2009): 26-39. 
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each side facing each other, ideal for a conversation. At the beginning of the first conversation I 

asked permission to record the sessions, which Moltmann graciously allowed. I have since posted 

these discussions on my website.
11

 The following summation will proceed according to the flow of 

these discussions and I will footnote specific times in these discussions sporadically rather than 

giving specific details for everything that was said..  

 The first session began with a clarification of my dissertation goals. As the initial essay I 

sent to Moltmann did not have anything about the liberation of the oppressor, he was a bit confused 

about my project. I told him that the basic outline of the study was contained in the early essay, but 

over the last few years I have filled out some key issues and honed some theses which provides the 

initial framework with an embedded interest in a more comprehensive ecclesiology that deals with 

liberation on both sides, that of the oppressed and that of the oppressor.  

 In turning to this topic more directly, Moltmann again notes that such a study can be 

dangerous. The danger is not found in any kind of general approach, in which we can safely critique 

systems or powers or other non-specific and broad reality. In emphasizing generalities we can seem 

to address the universal, and thus the specific, but this is not in fact the case. The universal is a safe 

harbor, where we can be always critical but not transformational, often pointed in thought but not 

offending those in specific power or influence around us. Critiques of the oppressor becomes 

dangerous when we turn to look at the particular and the specific. In addressing the particular, 

however, we challenge particular people, and in doing this challenge the systems which they 

represent. The same reality is true in all of theology. Yet in doing this, we can find a greater 

understanding of the broader issues involved. Moltmann writes in a recent as-yet unpublished 

article, “The more specific you get, the more the universal is understood in what you say. The 

                                                 
11

 These can be found at http://www.dualravens.com/phd/moltmann.htm It is my goal to eventually compile a transcript 

of each session, as well, which I will post on the same page when they are completed. For the moment, this present 

detailed summary will serve as the written companion to these sessions.  
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universal is always concrete, and therefore we must discover what is universal in the concrete.”
12

 

How do we change systems? By addressing the specific instances of the situations and challenging 

the universal through the particular.  

 At this point, Moltmann asks me if I have heard of the Open Door Community in Atlanta. I 

believe he has mentioned this in passing in his works and talks, but I do not know the community at 

all well enough to discuss it. He gives me two books—“read these tonight”—one about the Open 

Door Community and one by its founder.
13

 These will serve as a starting point of discussion in our 

second session, but for the moment, in this first session, Moltmann says, “you start with your 

questions.”
14

   

 I note that my goal is to not as much write a dissertation that summarizes Moltmann, but 

rather one which seeks to take seriously some topics he introduced and takes seriously, pushing 

these forward in conversation with others. He heartily approves of this idea, encouraging me to not 

just write about him, but to engage the material with my own creative contributions. With this in 

mind I feel bold enough to begin with some basic theses that I ventured to explore in the more 

recent of my two essays.  

 I note that the liberation of the oppressor involves a making of space, a letting go, by the 

oppressor so that those who have been blocked or rejected from participation are given an open 

space of participation in which their contributions find fruition. In doing this they find maturation in 

the context of community. This is, I note, an expression of Christ’s work of kenosis, in which those 

who have power do not see their power as something to be utilized, but instead, with their power, 

participate with others, giving them space to take hold of that for which Christ has taken hold of 

                                                 
12

 Jürgen Moltmann, “Kirche in der Kraft des Geistes,” Theology (forthcoming), 1. My translation. 
13

  Peter R. Gathje, Sharing the Bread of Life : Hospitality and Resistance at the Open Door Community (Atlanta: Open 

Door Community, 2006) and Eduard N. Loring, The Cry of the Poor : Cracking White Male Supremacy -- an 

Incendiary and Militant Proposal (Atlanta Ga: Open Door Community Press, 2010). 
14

 This is at 5:18 minutes into the first session conversation. 
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them. Rather than an expression of dominance, telling everyone what to do, this is an expression of 

listening, learning, participation in and with others as a holistic community. The oppressors let go 

so as to allow others into the space of involvement and creation.  

 Moltmann agrees with this, however, he notes that the oppressor cannot simply be told what 

to give, that they have to let go. “If you tell them to give, you must also tell them what they gain.”
15

 

What do they gain? “They gain community.” Solidarity is found in special groups. He notes, “We 

have a very good social system in Germany, but difference between the poor and rich is growing.” 

Tell what they will gain, if they let go. It’s more worth to live in a Christian community than in a 

gated community.” When everyone seeks their own security, they put themselves in isolation from 

others. “This is boring,” he says. Doing this occasionally provides a measure of safety but at the 

cost of the human need to participate with others, and with this heightening, rather than alleviating, 

core issues of identity.  

I note that the poor want this same security, they want to be rich.  They want to get out of 

the ghetto, he says. We must press the virtues of the community over the separation.  The 

oppressors don’t want to oppress, Moltmann notes, but they do it. Why? “They don’t want to do it, 

but they do it as part of their place in life, to be accepted.”
16

 This embedded competition as a path of 

acceptance is trend in our capitalistic societies. In Mennonite communities, as a contrast, there are 

no winners and losers. But, as he notes in a later session, the Mennonites have their own issues, 

finding a peace through isolation, against the world, rather than within the world.  

At this point, I turn the conversation to a more specifically ecclesiological direction. We 

should begin such a study with the church, I suggest, rather than making generalized comments 

about society or culture. In the particular instances of churches, we can make specific and particular 

moves to embrace a holistic community. How do we begin to see the emerging church, missional 

                                                 
15

 This occurs at about 8:15 minutes into the first session. 
16

 This occurs at about 12:20 minutes into the first session. 
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communities, Open Door, Mennonites, and other historical expressions as reflecting core 

explorations that can be given more theological depth and see how this might provide a normative 

model? How can we see these in a theological way that pushes these into the middle rather than the 

outskirts of ecclesiastical expression?  

I read one of my core theses: “We learn to be in the church who we are to be in the world. 

Church is a training ground. A place where our identities are reformed so as to be engaged in and 

with this world wherever we go. We serve as light in this world.” Moltmann agrees—though not 

wholly so as I find out later when this is mentioned again. He notes the core anthropological 

problems that finds many expressions in society. “The child must be accepted by the parent, or it 

gets sick. Older people must also find acceptance.” He asks why people should make more and 

more and more money. The answer? People want to be accepted in their class. The other has so 

much, and to find inclusion people feel they must reach that same level of achievement. This is a 

classification of society and a classification of life. However, the church should display another way 

of living, that of self-confidence over against security, that of community over isolation and safety. 

Christians should express the value that being accepted by God involves a new way of living over 

and against being accepted because “I’m beautiful” or “I have lots of stuff”. 

Our societies depress people in order to let them work, he notes.  They take advantage of 

lack of value, so as to propel people to prove themselves worthy. Which leads to a great deal of 

anxiety in our societies. Ours is a society of competition. Which on the field feels good. It can be 

fun when playing sports. But it must be limited, he says. It cannot be the only way of living. 

Competition to get acknowledgement becomes inherently a society of winners and losers, of the 

dominating and the dominated. Even in the church, I say, so much is done out of a sense of 

competition, or a quest to find identity by proving one’s worth over and against another. This comes 

out of an anxious identity rather than the fullness of God. At this point we turn back to the specific, 



 

14 

 

and Moltmann emphasizes that I need to find some specific models, not just in the rural areas but in 

the cities. There are many examples. Open Door in Atlanta is one. I mention San Diego, where a 

good friend of mine is participating in a holistic community embedded in the midst of a 

neighborhood. There is also Tribe in Los Angeles, I note. This is an encouragement that I need to be 

more engaged with studying these specific communities rather than have them sit in the back of my 

mind as I develop my dissertation.  

As I continue on in the discussion, I read another part from my paper:  

 

Unfortunately, the structure and patterns of the church have tended towards the rhetoric 

rather than the real, and in doing this offering not only a false testimony to the present, 

enlivening, liberating power of God but also disempowering the church’s own actions, as it 

seeks to speak of Christ in ways which may often defy the work of Christ, ;holding to the 

outward form of godliness but denying its power.’
17

 This is a liberating power that calls 

people into true relationship with Christ and with each other in an open fellowship of 

renewed living expressed in manifold ways in and with and for this world. 

 

In our churches, we talk about the nice things of Christ, but then experience the same 

bitterness and struggle. Moltmann agrees with this, but pushes back on a specific element. Watch, 

he says, the dualism between Church and world. The world is in the church and good things are 

found in the world. He brings up Hauerwas as someone who has expressed the same sort of 

dualism. Moltmann then goes on to push back against Hauerwas.
18

 Hauerwas emphasizes, 

Moltmann notes, the “Peaceable kingdom.” In the Bible, however, “is the peace-making kingdom.” 

The church needs to embrace the others. This is an active embrace. “I wonder why he turned to 

                                                 
17

 2 Timothy 3:5. Indeed, Gustavo Gutiérrez pushes this a bit farther suggesting that the church has benefitted from the 

oppression and contributed to it. He writes, “the Church is tied to the prevailing social system. In many places the 

Church contributes to creating ‘a Christian order’ and to giving a kind of sacred character to a situation which is not 

only alienating but is the works kind of violence—a situation which pits the powerful against the weak. The protection 

which the Church receives from the social class which is the beneficiary and the defender of the prevailing capitalist 

society in Latin America has made the institutional Church into a part of the system and the Christian message into a 

part of the dominant ideology. Any claim to noninvolvement in politics—a banner recently hoisted by conservative 

sectors---is nothing but a subterfuge to keep things as they are. The mission of the Church cannot be defined in the 

abstract. Its historical and social coordinates, its here and now, have a bearing not only on the adequacy of its pastoral 

methods. They also should be at the very heart of theological reflection.” Gustavo Gutiérrez, A Theology of Liberation, 

Revised ed. (Maryknoll, N.Y.: Orbis Books, 1988), 151. 
18

 This is at 25:05 minutes into the first session. 
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Yoder and not Martin Luther King Jr.?” Moltmann asks.  

“He calls himself a Barthian,” I reply, “do you see that as a key influence to his approach?” 

Moltmann begins shaking his head right after I mention Barth. “No,” he replies strongly—more at 

the suggestion than at me, “The confessing church was a church in struggle, in defense, not at all 

sectarian. I think he [Hauerwas] is working with abstract terms—church and the world. You cannot 

divide those. More is at stake than the church, there is the Kingdom of God.” This kingdom, he 

notes, will embrace all kinds of aspects that are not within the church. We are particular, he adds, 

but we think universal.  

 At this point, I turn briefly to my discussion of Freire and Volf. Both, he notes, are trying to 

get people out of apathy. Apathy is the temptation of the oppressed. The oppressed need to be told 

there is more. “Yes we can!” he says, with a chuckle, quoting Obama’s campaign slogan.  These 

two, I note, are especially interested in the oppressed, the victims, the dominated, and while they 

mention the oppressor, they do not put very much attention on this direction. Moltmann agrees. My 

interest, I add, is finding an active role for the oppressor in their own liberation. 

 Moltmann notes the importance of a holistic sacrament of repentance. The oppressed and the 

oppressors, he says, must come together, and this means not only repentance, but also “they must 

see a new light. They must see the light of the resurrection. Otherwise, they may say I did this only 

because you did that. Tit for tat.”
19

 There is also a problem of forgiveness and shame. It is difficult 

for a victim to speak out because of shame, this is true in the instances of sexual abuse that have 

occurred in the church as well as other events. The victim is burdened by their memories and by 

their shame. There must, then, be built a room of trust for the victim to speak out and for the 

victimizer to find a space of confession. There has to be “a free space for a perpetrator to confess 

their guilt.” This free space has to be kept in secret, Moltmann says, comparing this confession in a 
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community to the confidentiality that lawyer or a priest or a psychologist has with their clients. This 

process has three steps. Confession is the first step. Then a change of mind, which includes a new 

way of living. Third, there is reparations, an offering from the perpetrator to the victim, so as to help 

restore, at least in part, that which was taken. This is an act of giving that opens up a new space of 

living for both the victim and the perpetrator. The reparation is often left out of the process, I note. 

Yes, he agrees. It is left out in every expression of “cheap grace.”  

 He says the fact God forgives sin is the room of trust where a guilty person can get rid of 

their guilt. You cannot depress yourself by accusations, that would be suicide. So accusations, guilt, 

and shame are hidden from one’s own self and from the community. In the life of God, however, we 

are given space for holistic confession and new freedom, not only with God but also with each 

other. The confession gives a room of freedom for the guilty person to participate in the reparations. 

Space has to be made, and this space can and should be made in the context of a trust-oriented 

community who share the same hope in freedom and renewal. In the church, we are called to find 

and to give space to atonement and forgiveness, so as to begin to live in a new way.  

 There are Scriptural models of this, and we briefly discuss these. The rich, young ruler is 

one who could not go onto the third step of reparations. He would not do this, and thus he could not 

find the perfect life he sought. Soldiers are told not to burden the people, tax collectors are told to 

give back what they have stolen. There is forgiveness throughout the New Testament but it is 

always coupled with the charge to go and live in the new way of Christ, and to make right any 

lingering effects from prior sins. I ask how this giving, this reparative step, provides a life with 

Jesus. He answers, “Life with Jesus is worth more than all the other things. One doesn’t need 

property or money for security or acknowledgement. And you are free.” This passion for a 

renewing, invigorating, freeing life with Christ resonates throughout Moltmann’s theology and into 

his life and values. This is not just a rhetorical passion.  As Moltmann speaks of the life with Christ 
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he becomes even more animated, with this living hope resonating from every word, gesture, and 

look.  

 This all brings to mind, for me, a topic I have explored in other ways throughout my studies, 

namely the issue of identity. I have long thought Moltmann and Pannenberg understand the issue of 

sin being, at the core, an issue of misplaced identity, but while Pannenberg has expressly noted this 

in his anthropology, I have not found it as directly stated in Moltmann. So, at around the forty 

minute mark, I bring up Pannenberg’s understanding of sin and identity and ask how Moltmann 

understands this. He agrees with Pannenberg, but notes that Pannenberg’s concept of egotism as the 

contrast of human identity in God is a “very male sort of sin.” Pannenberg, he notes, developed his 

understanding in the 1960s, before a strong feminist perspective brought insight about broader 

issues of identity and sin in society. “To let go your identity,” Moltmann notes, “is a very feminine 

sort of sin. Girls are educated to serve, to forget about themselves. But there is a healthy form to 

being yourself. So, there is egocentrism on the one side, apathy on the other side.” In both of these 

we discover the roots of more visible aspects of sin, as a person either wants to express themselves 

through dominance or hide themselves in the dominance of another or other non-God reality.  

Without a healthy form of self-love, there would be no love of the neighbor, Moltmann says. 

Selflessly giving is seen as a virtue, but there is an unhealthy expression of this in which one does 

not give what one has but who one is, handing over their identity in some misplaced desperation for 

identity in service. In Spirit of Life, Moltmann wrote: 

But the people who throw themselves into practical life because they cannot come to terms 

with themselves simply become a burden for other people. Social praxis and political 

involvement are not a remedy for the weakness of our own personalities. Men and women 

who want to act on behalf of other people without having deepened their own understanding 

of themselves, without having built up their own capacity for sensitive loving, and without 

having found freedom towards themselves, will find nothing in themselves that they can 

give to anyone else. Even presupposing good will and the lack of evil intentions, all they 

will be able to pass on is the infection of their own egoism, the aggression generated by their 
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own anxieties, and the prejudices of their own ideology.  

 

Anyone who wants to fill up his own hollowness by helping other people will simply spread 

the same hollowness. Why? Because people are far less influenced by what another person 

says and does than the activist would like to believe. They are much more influenced by 

what the other is, and his way of speaking and behaving. Only the person who has found his 

own self can give himself. What else can he give? It is only the person who knows that he is 

accepted who can accept others without dominating them. The person who has become free 

in himself can liberate others and share their suffering.
20

  

 

He continues on in our conversation, saying there are these two forms of sin that come out 

of false identity formation: hubris on the one side, apathy on the other side. Both of these have 

become models of virtue in our society. To be desperate to oneself, or to be desperate of oneself. As 

Kierkegaard has noted, Moltmann mentions, this is the sickness to death. And Moltmann then 

emphasizes this further by saying, “This is important.” 

I bring up Antony as a model of a liberated oppressor. Moltmann suggests also St. Francis as 

an early example, as well as Albert Schweitzer. He then notes that we should not get too focused on 

these great figures of history, but that we also should explore the many practical examples in our 

societies, the men and women who are not famous but who are truly living a life of holistic service 

in light of their renewed identity in Christ. We should learn from the heroic examples, but we must 

also look for the everyday examples.  

He notes there are only few examples where the wealthy and poor serve together in 

friendship. In situations where everyone is poor, there is a form of necessary community. Moltmann 

brings up the situation of Germany after World War II. Everyone came together. Everyone had a 

common bond of need and so helped each other out in equality and friendship. When, he noted, 

Germany was rebuilt and began to start developing on its own, the separations came again. With 

success came oppression and division again.  
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So the task, I note, is to find a concept of ecclesiology that enables holistic liberation in its 

midst, developing or rebuilding contexts while avoiding the trap of domination or oppression. This 

is something, I suggest, that is the particular task of the Western nations, whose wealth and 

traditions put us in a ‘post-Christian’ state as well as a prosperous one. Those countries who are 

new to economic freedom and/or Christian faith will move into the same sorts of dysfunctions over 

the course of coming decades if we do not find ways to address the problems that arise out of 

seeming success. The challenge for us now is not to just help the United States or Germany, but to 

also provide tools for the countries who rise into prosperity in coming years or decades. We can 

learn how to speak into the lives of those who are finding growth, helping them avoid the pitfalls 

which cause a breakdown in community or hope. Moltmann agrees with these thoughts. 

Feeling a bit more confident that I am in fact in tune with his approach, I jump a bit farther 

and note that our theology does not match up with our actions. We have, I say, a language of 

equality in our churches but a reality in which some people are important while others have no 

identity. The Church, I say, often reflects a culture of oppression. Moltmann replies with some 

comments about the German church situation.
21

 In the State church, he said, you belong to the 

church whether you go or not. But there are changes happening. He introduces me to the 

congregation of Jacobus, a kind of free church community in a regional church situation. The secret 

of this church in Tubingen consists of more than twenty house circles. Smaller communities exist 

within the larger. People do not stay longer than five years in the same circle, otherwise it becomes 

a closed circle. He provides me with the German text of a lecture on this church community, his 

own church community, I believe. He will be presenting this lecture later in the year and intends to 

publish a translated text in the journal Theology.
22

 

 The congregation, he notes, is a critique of the church and its future. This critique is more 
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positively expressed as, “Think globally, act locally.” This was first developed in the Confessing 

Church and continues in these congregations.
23

 The pastor of the Jakobuskirche had to retire, and 

was no longer allowed to show up. Fortunately, he had for a while developed an active congregation 

and so when he left, they continued on. For one year they were without a pastor, so they did the 

services themselves. And the services were as packed as before.
24

 They can do it. But they must 

discover their charismata. So many have been given a sense of apathy, that they must be taught how 

to be awake. And he agrees wholly with my comment that there is much deep theology to be found 

from those who are not aware they are speaking deeply. They are speaking from their lives with 

God, and from this, deep theology is expressed in sometimes simple, yet often profound, ways.   

 At this point I turn to a key approach in my exploratory essay, which I hope to further 

develop in my dissertation. The idea of a subject and object oriented ecclesiology becomes a way of 

differentiating older, traditional models of church that emphasize elements around which people 

gather.  Instead, there is another approach to church which argues that it is the people, the subjects, 

who are the priorities of God’s work and thus should be the priority of an active ecclesiology. I note 

some examples of an object oriented ecclesiology. Moltmann adds to my comment about the 

eucharist being one element that in many churches, such as the Roman Catholic, they can celebrate 

the church even without a congregation. I make a slightly bolder leap by discussing my criticism of 

Calvin and others who define church by being a place where the Word is rightly preached and the 
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sacraments are administered. I argue that the Word preached is not the whole Word because it is 

only one particular person expressing, while the congregation listens, mostly passively. Objects, I 

say, define the church in a way that makes people unimportant. And I am happy to note that 

Moltmann was entirely in agreement with my observations and critique here (on the final session he 

even used the object and subject distinctions in a related discussion).  

 In contrast, I say, are subject oriented ecclesiologies, which lead to a community oriented 

church that emphasizes the particular people and their particular expressions of God’s work, their 

gifts and passions and charismata. Moltmann asks, “What attracts them? Why gather together?” He 

answers, “Love.” There is a community of love that shows a value of people by including them 

within a space of participation, seeing them as distinct individuals, with distinct contributions that 

gives each congregation community by taking seriously the particular people who are participating 

in it. I mention this can be seen in Tertullian’s Apology, ch. 39. Moltmann says this is also seen 

earlier, in 1 Corinthians. It is the expression of the charismatic congregation, where the Spirit works 

in all the people. The Spirit is not in the objects, but is in the subjects. The people come with the 

Holy Spirit, not to the Holy Spirit. I note that I might not care about each of these people, but I have 

to learn how, for the sake of Christ and my own participation with the Spirit. “That’s okay,” he 

says.  

 We move on to talk about the righteousness of God that works in all people. There is a 

distinction in how this is explored in the patriarchal church, the Christ-centered church and the 

Spirit centered church. Which, in expressing it different ways, display a differing theology on where 

the righteousness of God comes to fruition. A topic he notes he discussed further in one of his 

recent books.
25

 Ratzinger, he adds, has developed further the idea of congregationalization of the 

Catholic Church, but  Moltmann does not seem to be impressed with the official implementation. 
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There is, he says, one priest for every seven congregations. The congregations can do this all by 

themselves if they are empowered to do so. I note that the theology they are trained with dissuades 

this kind of independent action. This is not as true in contemporary society. “The Catholics,” 

Moltmann says, “are not so patient anymore in Germany.” There is movement to empower the 

people of the congregations even in the absence or slowness of official action.  

 I read my main dissertation thesis:
26

  

 

The emerging church, I would suggest, is a developing ecclesiology that expresses such a 

priority, and orients itself as what can be called a subject-oriented ecclesiology. More 

specifically, it is a subject-oriented communion ecclesiology which bases its identity on each 

person included by Christ as a subject for participation and activity. For this approach what 

matters is not the particular objects, events, or actions but rather the church is given 

definition by the particular persons which gather around Christ and around each other. 

 

Moltmann responds, “Make your community church a contrast to a society of competition. 

So that it is a healing community. A sick society is renewed by a healing society.”  

I suggest, again, that we learn to be in the church the kind of people we are to be in the 

world. Moltmann pushes back against this more strongly. “Ah, there’s church and world, that’s not 

so good.” He continues, “Normal people in Tübingen or Los Angeles would understand what a 

healing community is. Because they suffer even if they are on the winning side from the destructive 

forces in our society and they are looking for healing. If you can explain this, you have universal 

significance of the church, not the dualism of church and world.” In seeking clarification I ask what 

terminology instead of ‘church” we should use to emphasize a community that is finding renewal in 

Christ specifically. He replies, call it “a healing community because this is what it is. You can see 

how it is working. The message is this lived reality.”  

“Before we are speak, we are there,” he says. People see who gather, they watch the sorts of 

gatherings that take place, who participates and how they are participating. By the mere existence of 
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new kinds of communities, people are shown a new way of living in this world. In contrast, “If 

something is a completely white community, a black person would not go in. If it is a purely middle 

class congregation, a homeless person would not go in. They would feel like an outsider. “By their 

mere existence they are confessing or not confessing. How do we by our mere existence confess 

that Christ is healing and saving.” 

I continue on, noting that one of the ways I see a subject-oriented ecclesiology worked out is 

that different communities have different expressions, so that just as a community has different 

plants and animals, a church would reflect the location, including its geography, history, and other 

particularities, each providing different expressions community and spirituality. The Spirit who 

works in a common way uses the particular histories to provide a particular way of healing. Rather 

than “ a new model” rather than the “old model,” there has to be a value of freedom so that each 

person brings their own personality. We say, “this person came, that person came.” “The diversity 

in church”, he says, “should be as great as the diversity in creation. So uniformity, everything the 

same, that’s very boring.” But it is safe, I note. It allows us to judge.  

I ask about people who are not working towards freedom.
 27

 What are the limits or 

boundaries of participation in such a community? How can we make sure a community is staying 

on the same path? What has to be affirmed? I am curious what Moltmann sees as necessary to 

participation in the church. What are his core essentials? He answers quickly, “The Spirit reveals 

that Christ is the Lord. Jesus is the Christ. This is the center. Who doesn’t want that, is not yet 

involved.”  

Moltmann does not end it with that, but pushes further in a way that I think very much 

defines his whole approach to theology. “But this is not the real question” he continues. “The real 

question is what Christ wants. Christ wants a person to come to him, to those people who don’t 
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want him. We shouldn’t take an atheist more serious than Christ who died for them.” We tend to 

take people’s opinions more seriously than God, and it is this perspective, what people think, that 

defines so much of our approaches to theology and church. Moltmann adds, “I’m not sure if we 

serve the same God as the Muslims or the Buddhists or other religions, but I’m very sure the same 

God believes in every person whether they are Muslim or Buddhist.” Which turns around the 

question that causes so much division. It is a question of hope. God will be made manifest.  

At this point Moltmann said he was feeling tired, and asked if we could continue the next 

day. We discuss a few other practical issues, such as the readings he gave me, and some apparent 

confusion about the role Tony Jones has in the emerging church these days. I also give him a copy 

of my newest book. And with that, the first session comes to an end.  

Session Two28 

During the first session, Moltmann loaned me a couple of books to look over. I read one of 

them fairly closely and skimmed the other well enough so that I could get a strong sense of the 

Open Door Community. My interest was to understand if this community which Moltmann was 

rather familiar with was in fact close enough to the emerging church for me to make connections 

with this area of Moltmann’s knowledge and my own focus on the emerging church. Indeed, while 

the Open Door community in Atlanta long predates the more formally described emerging churches 

of the last decade, it very much is in tune with the overall goals, approaches, values, and priorities. 

One of my key interests in this Directed Reading, for the sake of my dissertation, was to more 

adequately establish why Moltmann would be a worthwhile conversation partner with the emerging 

church. The difference in generation and location might be an initial barrier. The connection with 

the Open Door community gives substance to his own participation in conversation, moving the 

connection beyond just the initial theological influences I was focused on, and giving me a direct 
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interaction between Moltmann and an example of an “emerging” congregation.  

In light of this, I began this session with a different approach than I had intended. Rather 

than continuing on with discussing my papers, the two books raised some key questions that 

intersected with some aspects of emerging church thought as well as personal interest.  Since I had 

Moltmann in front of me, I thought I would make use of this brief amount of time to clear up some 

of the mysteries that remained in my interpretation of his work.  

Upon mentioning the books, he notes they have a journal which has compiled their writings. 

“And a website,” I mention. This gets a chuckle and a funny expression from Moltmann. “Maybe,” 

he says, adding that might be interesting for those postmoderns who are interested in such things. A 

little levity to begin the day.  

 Before jumping into discussing the Open Door community directly, I took this opportunity 

to ask about Moltmann’s influences. I was especially interested in two of Moltmann’s influences: 

Cristoph Blumhardt and Dietrich Bonhoeffer. Both those two have been immensely influential. 

People, including Barth, primarily mention Bloch, however. Concerning Bloch, Moltmann 

responded, “He gave me the philosophical terms to express the Christian hope, especially his 

understanding of the real of possibilities.” Bloch gave a push, I noted, but his content has been filled 

out in much more theological ways. “Blumhardt was my first inspiration,” he says, then goes on to 

note it was a Wuppertal professor, a Mennonite, who first exposed Moltmann to Blumhardt. This 

professor edited Blumhardt’s letters and Moltmann was given access to the primary documents, 

giving him a substantive study of this dynamic, dare I say proto-emerging, leader.  

At this point I try to explain my interest in tying Blumhardt more closely to the emerging 

church as a way of establishing Moltmann’s influences as being directly related to his continuing 
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influence on the emerging church.
29

 I was trying, I note, to come to terms with “why” I would put 

emerging church and Moltmann in conversation. In my relatively brief readings of Cristoph 

Blumhardt, I have seen that there is a definitely a connection with emerging church thinking. 

Because of the influence Blumhardt gave to Moltmann, his theology came out of those priorities 

and approaches.  Because that also reflects the holistic themes in the emerging church, Moltmann 

filled out a theology that then can speak back into movements that reflect a similar passion. “You 

have become a messenger of Blumhardt,” I say, “to new generations.” Moltmann does agree, in part 

at least. He adds, “Blumhardt is not everything. Blumhardt is not very outspoken on his theology of 

the cross. And he is influenced by the progress ideology of the 19
th

 century, the secular 

enthusiasm.” We discuss how this was destroyed in World War I.  Moltmann mentions this sent 

Blumhardt into a deep depression as it became very clear that a so-called advanced society could 

still engage in horrific brutality. Moltmann notes, “Therefore, I believe Barth separated himself 

from Blumhardt.”
30

 Barth, Moltmann notes, followed Blumhardt in the first edition of his book on 

Romans. But later, in the second edition, he had turned to Kierkegaard as a guide. The hope in the 

future became the hope in eternity because the present no longer had apparent hope. Only in his 

latest writings, Moltmann says, did Barth return to Blumhardt. 

 The Open Door community and emerging church, I say, have a similar interest in the 

progress of humanity, including a similar political involvement as Cristoph Blumhardt. Should they 

be warned by how Blumhardt stepped back from his belief in human progress and his political 

involvement? “No,” he replies. He feels enough has changed, so as to make Blumhardt’s response 

related to his time rather than related to a generalized stance. He adds, “I believe in progress, but I 

know about the abyss and so it’s not a simple optimism but is a trust in the future because I trust in 
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the resurrection and the coming of Christ.” Moltmann has filled in Blumhardt naivety with a fuller 

understanding of hope in the context of Christ. “My generation came to theology after World War 

II, and we had to develop theology vis-a-vis Auschwitz. For the victims and for the other side.” It 

was either despair, I say, or finding a way out. “Similar to the disciples after the cross, My God why 

have you forsaken me.” There has to be a courage to believe and trust, in spite of terror and horror. 

And if we do not find this emphasis on the resurrection, I say, we fall back into despair. He agrees, 

adding, “Or to superficiality. The idea that Jesus was a good man, you too should be good , love 

your neighbor and that’s it.” This is, I say, a danger of socially involved churches.
31

 They see Jesus, 

but can often ignore his resurrection, focusing only on his life and teachings. “Because of his 

resurrection,” Moltmann responds, “Jesus lives and is present. This is much stronger than 

reminisces and thinking Jesus was a good man from Nazareth, a good teacher, who happened to 

fail.” 

This is a topic which has been debated on various emerging church forums, so I thought I 

would ask Moltmann more about his belief in the resurrection.
32

 Why does the resurrection matter? 

Why does it matter that Jesus was actually resurrected or is it just the idea that counts? He replies, 

“Without the resurrection of Christ, you wouldn’t know anything about Jesus. There would be no 

Christianity. This is the jumping point of Christianity—the resurrection of Christ—and following 

this our resurrection and the resurrection of the old creation to a new creation. More and more I’m 

moving from the centrality of the cross to the horizon of the resurrection.” He also notes that with 

this he is also moving more towards the emphases in the Orthodox church. This is not as much the 

orthodox writings and the church, he makes clear, more that they live in the light of the resurrection 

of Christ. “This is important,” he says, “and should be brought into the debate in western theology 
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again and again.” 

At this point I turn to another one of the influences I have been studying, that of 

Bonhoeffer.
33

 I say his vision of community, participatory church, confessing church that gives a 

new vision of what Christian community can be like has greatly influenced many emerging church 

leaders and those leading similar movements. They quote Bonhoeffer a lot. But Bonhoeffer was not 

entirely convinced by pacifism, something which has seemed to characterized many emerging 

church communities, which often reflect Quaker type aversion to any and all violence.  

I bring up Bonhoeffer’s notion of Christian responsibility.
34

 Bonhoeffer noted that even 

though violence is wrong a Christian is called to take on sin in order to serve neighbor. Moltmann 

pauses for a long moment before saying, “You cannot reconcile it. I came back from war, a prisoner 

of war, in 1948 and promised myself, ‘never touch a gun again. But if there is an opportunity to kill 

a tyrant, don’t hesitate.” He then adds, “I explain this to the Mennonites, and they agreed,” laughing 

at this surprising notion. He notes that their experiences with Kossacks raiding the villages again 

and again. At one point, they said, “Jesus look away for a moment.” He notes that Bonhoeffer said 

this is a way to become guilty, should we take up guilt. “Innocence is not the promise of Christians, 

but forgiveness of sin. When I talked with resistance fighters in South Africa, they said that the 

whites took everything away from us, we have a right to resist and we don’t feel guilty, they should 

feel guilty.” He goes on to say, “It’s a long debate, but no Christian can be happy with a killed 

enemy.” 

Trying to clarify further, I note that there is a problem with violence, but in this world there 

may be times in which violence is a responsibility. He replies that one should not generalize, but 

there are extreme situations in which one should listen to God and one’s own conscience concerning 

the use of violence  This, not surprisingly turns to the recent killing of Osama bin Laden. There was 
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a discussion at Tübingen on this topic, and the chancellor noted that he was glad Osama was killed. 

Moltmann had a problem with this positive affirmation. Not in support of Osama but as part of his 

affirmation of life. We can be glad that evil is ended, not that a man has been killed.  

As a side note, as this discussion developed I noticed Moltmann’s approach being very 

similar to a recent post I wrote on Osama.
35

 In general there can be a positive response to the end of 

terror, or death-dealing influences, but sadness that someone has died. I tried to summarize my 

written post, and he agrees. God does not like the death of a sinner. Moltmann goes on to say, 

“Justice has been done, Obama says, but I am not sure this is justice.” Then he smiles and adds, 

“Well, but I’m not American…” But he is not quite finished, mentioning the eye for an eye 

understanding of justice in Fundamentalist societies. “I was very much convinced by the letter 

Martin Luther King Jr. wrote from the Birmingham prison in which he said, ‘have mercy on the 

whites, they are so full of anger.’” I quote Jesus, “They know not what they do.” Moltmann nods. 

Seeing this an opportunity to ask a question that has long been on my mind, I push this 

discussion on the use of violence even further. How do you, I ask, feel about the role America and 

Britain played in responding to Nazi Germany? I wondered how he understood the violence you 

personally experienced. Was that necessary? “Yes. It was necessary and justified. Germany was in 

ruins but we owe our liberation to the armies.” So, I ask, you see the liberation of the oppressor 

coming from this? “They,” he says, “should not have waited so long, they should have stepped in 

earlier. In ’34, ’35, ’36, when Hitler invaded Czech, Chamberlain should have said ‘no more.’” 

They were not strong, he noted, but the German army was not strong either.  “When Hitler invaded 

France, it was a great bluff.” We go back and forth about the battle of Britain. “Hitler should have 

given up.” But then he connects this to current events. “This is not a justification to invade Iraq… 
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Tony Blair, George Bush, produced a fake cause for the invasion.”  

I ask how he understands the situation in Libya and the use of violence by NATO there. 

“Qaddafi charmed for so long, he’s crazy.” So, I clarify, the Libya uprising and protecting them, is 

an upright cause? “Oh yeah. Freedom.” When the chains chaff, I say, you help those in the chains. 

“Oh yeah. After 1990, there have been peaceful revolutions for Freedom.” He notes that non-violent 

means that have brought change, from Russia, Africa, Latin America. “I feel sorry in the Arabic 

world are violent. Nonviolent revolution are the people saying we are the people. They are realizing 

their own potential. We have seen wonders in the political world, without violence, communism or 

apartheid, without violence. Perhaps this is another time, it’s unfortunately more violent.” Maybe, I 

say, more like what Europe was experiencing in the 1960s. He considers this, and seems to agree 

with the correlation. “Violent regimes will not live very long,” he says. “ Their days are numbered. 

Because they are built on anxiety of the people. If the people lose their anxiety, the reign will 

collapse.” 

I ask if there are times in which the oppressor needs to be told to stop, if they will not 

relent.
36

 “Yes,” he says, “there are times in which you must stop the oppressor and offer at the same 

time a new way of life for him.” Both sides must be involved. “The oppressor must stop but also be 

offered a hand. They must see another way out. Violence he knows, but he doesn’t know peace and 

must trust you to go that way.” I bring up the distinctions between the aftermath of World War I and 

World War II.  World War I was followed by oppressive repressions, he noted. After the second 

war, “they liberated us from Hitler and offered the Marshall plan. After World War I they had the 

treaty of Versailles, to tear Germany down and spread deep depression among the Germans, who 

then voted for Hitler.” He gave them renewed identity, I noted.  

 At this point, Moltmann started coughing, the effects of asthma, he said. Then he continued, 
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turning back to Bonhoeffer. “When Bonhoeffer returned in 1939 he did not serve the church, but his 

family.” His family, he noted, was in the resistance movement and he joined them. His Letters from 

Prison is more of a Christian humanism rather than a church doctrine. Moltmann adds that 

Bonhoeffer “did not see it as the role of the church to enter into violent resistance, rather it was his 

own role.” He mentions the approach in his Reformed Tradition, in which there is a strong doctrine 

of active resistance, such as exemplified by the Huguenots. “This is part of the love of the neighbor, 

to resist tyranny, to help the oppressed.” This comment was especially interesting, as the previous 

week my wife and I toured an old church, the church she used to work at during her time in France, 

which served as a bastion for Huguenots. The attic was used as a prison for Huguenot girls who 

refused Catholic catechism and is now a small museum. I shared this with Moltmann and together 

we talked a bit about Marie Durand, who he has mentioned in other works, and her cry, “Resistez.”  

 Moltmann then adds, “Karl Barth wrote on the Confessing Church and re-affirmed the right 

of resistance.” This resistance, he goes on to say, does not insist on or even prefer violence.  Martin 

Luther King jr. resisted, but with non-violence. Non-violence does not imply a lack of power. 

“There a difference between violence and power.” We can use our power in non-violent ways to 

change society. This is in contrast to those who refuse violence and power, such as the Mennonites 

and the Amish, who often “retreat from public life to live in the tradition of their own personal life. 

They don’t change swords into plowshares, but just protect their plowshares.” Therefore they have a 

strong sense of “we and the others, the church and the world.” This is a continued strong dualism. In 

contrast, the Anabaptists are persecuted, because they were aggressive against the Constantinian 

view of the state. The Quakers, I note, were persecuted for anti-slavery. Christians should intervene 

wherever they see injustice. Quaker women, I say, were especially active in this resistance. 

Moltmann heartily affirms this example. 

 At this point I turn back to one of the books Moltmann loaned me, this time the shorter text 
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written by Ed Lorring, one of the founders. I note that I was a little unsure how to respond to his 

aggressive politics.
37

 In trying to secure a place for the poor, in trying to combat the injustices 

displayed through history, he seems to insist on creating yet another enemy, another scapegoat. He 

categorizes in sweeping and dismissive ways. What about a white Republican southern Baptist who 

wants to help the poor? They become the outsider and excluded in such a place. Moltmann agrees 

with this assessment. He adds, “Ed Lorring comes from a southern white family and has a strong 

guilt feeling because of his ancestors, and therefore he is not fighting conservatives or oppressors, 

but he is fighting with his own soul. His soul is in pieces because he speaks like a black but he is 

white. He is projecting it onto the ruling classes. Martin Luther King would not have spoken like 

this.” 

I apply this, then, as a lesson for my dissertation study, noting that liberation in different 

contexts means different things. This is an ecological perspective that insists on learning about the 

particularities of people and places. In contrast, Lorring seems to be generalizing the issues of 

Atlanta, which is not to excuse other issues but it is to misapply remedies. How do you take a local 

history and make it everyone’s history? In each story there is a different kind of guilt, I note, there a 

different kind of liberation, a different path to community. “I found,” Moltmann says, “in the South, 

a feeling of tragedy which I never experienced with Yankees. The south has a tragic life feeling, 

because they fought for the wrong thing and they know this, but this is their life… The ruling 

classes still trust in violence and not in justice. It’s not a very happy place.” 

Another aspect I notice, in the emerging church and elsewhere, is the distinct tendency to 

become quick to discuss one kind of oppressor while excusing or ignoring other oppressors.
38

 For 

instance, this has a strong political component. We focus on the political party we oppose, while 

ignoring lapses of ethics among those we support. Here is a discussion that may not fit in my 
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dissertation but it is an interest I would like to pursue further in some way, at some point. A lot of 

ethics seem to be used as a tool for power, even violence. Going beyond the idea of resistance, 

because it is often used this way in situations where there is generally equality or dominance (such 

as in politics), there has developed a trend towards a “weaponized ethics,” in which we utilitize 

ethical demands against political or other kinds of foes. This is in contrast to a confessional ethics, 

in which we are primarily interested in our own reformation. If we focus too much on one oppressor 

who is our enemy, we let others slip in. This opens the door to corruption and many types of 

repression. I note this briefly to Moltmann, that one can use ethics as a use of power and violence, 

forcing others to fit into a pattern. “Well ethics first of all has to do with your own issues.” Though, 

it seems like ethics is often applied as concern about the other person. “That doesn’t work.” 

Not too surprising, this leads into a discussion of liberation theology churches in Latin 

America. I note the well-known quote that the liberation theologians are turning to live in solidarity 

with the poor, but the poor are turning to Pentecostalism. “That’s that a very simple statement,” 

Moltmann replies, “There was a time the liberation theologians came to the poor to explain to them 

why they are poor, the reasons of poverty were explained in Marxist ways, exploited by big 

business, etc., etc. Then the poor said, ‘ah, ha’. This did not change anything.” He then adds, 

“Gustavo Gutierrez told me when I was in Lima that the Pentecostal preachers went into the barrios 

not to tell the people why they are there, but how to get out. With the kind of work ethics, save your 

money, get better education for your children, etc. Take the initiative. Don’t fall into apathy. 

Paralysis of the analysis.” There has been a tendency for too much thinking and not enough doing. 

Moltmann says, “If I am in a situation, I do not want to know why I am in this bad situation, but 

how to get out. This was the advantage of the Pentecostal preachers. But this was some twenty or 

thirty years ago. In the meantime Pentecostal preachers have merged with liberation theologians and 

they have worked together.” They have learned from each other. “Some of the basic communities 
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have merged with the Pentecostal communities. Very colorful, not simplistic.”  

Moltmann then goes back to an earlier question. He asks that if I want to know his vision of 

the church, how it is to be worked out in practice, that I should study the Jakobuskirche in 

Tübingen. This is his “vision of the future of the church.” He goes on to add, “not from the past, not 

from the objects, but from the subjects.” He says that if I were to be in Tubignen on Sunday, we 

could go together.
39

 At this point he begins coughing again, and gets up to get a glass of water. This 

long pause in the conversation breaks the flow a little bit and when he returns I begin again with 

some of the content from my ecclesiology essay.
40

  

I read a paragraph from this paper:  

An ecclesiology based on the liberation of both the oppressed and the oppressor is expressed 

in exocentric relationality, first with God and then with each other.
41

 For the former, the 

emphasis is on raising up and including the oppressed within the Eucharistic community, a 

perichoretic participation. For the latter, this involves a letting go and creating of space, a 

kenotic participation. These two aspects of the Spirit’s work—kenosis and perichoresis—

can be seen as holistic expression of transformation, a letting go and a drawing together, a 

creative involvement and broad place of creative opening, inhaling and exhaling, so that as 

the oppressors let go of their societal expectations and derived power, the oppressed take up 

their own power in the Spirit, each finding an equanimity based not on artificially assigned 

roles or class status, but on the indwelling work of the Spirit who empowers and guides each 

person, man and woman, in a fellowship of God’s communal, enlivening work.  

 

He responds, “Amen, that’s okay, but see how it works in practice and look for communities 

where you see signs and wonders of this, new communities of ex-oppressed and ex-oppressors 

together, working together for a new community… Look into Martin Luther King’s work where 

you can find ideas of his in this direction.” This is King’s “Beloved Community,” in which 

community is built on friendship as part of his dream. This is not a community of forced or 

rhetorical relationship but insists on involvement in each other’s lives. “That would be a good 
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model of study. “ 

With this overall approval given to some of my core theses, I then turn to the original paper I 

wrote on Molmtann and the emerging church, which has served as a basic outline for my research 

and possibly for my dissertation.
42

 One of my interests in the dissertation is to talk about liberation 

of oppressor, as well as to talk about your influences that goes into a dialogue with the emerging 

church and others who fit into this model. I saw a few ways I could go about framing the 

conversation, whether it was to use the framework of emerging churches or to try to make one of 

my own. However, instead of this, I took a paragraph from Moltmann’s Experiences in Theology, 

which was there mentioned as a way of interpreting Scripture, but I saw  Moltmann’s whole 

theological approach in it. In response to this, he notes, “Yeah, these are very simple terms, but 

that’s right. But that’s life in the light of the resurrection. The power of death revealed in the 

suffering of the death and cross of Christ so it’s Christ-centered not ideologically centered.”  

I note this is where his theology gains this wonderfully Christian perspective that allows his 

theology to better interpret the emerging church or Open Door Community or other similar 

movements. I note that, as a contrast to using Moltmann’s theology, there are many who are very 

interested in studying the continental postmoderns. They say, in essence, “Ah, this philosopher or 

that philosopher is giving us a framework for showing how and why we are making these turns in 

theology.” The other people, he replies, are more interested in the context than the text, but the text 

makes the context, not the other way. We always, I say, have to turn back and see it through God’s 

perspective, we cannot start with the context and ask where is God.  We have to start with God and 

interpret our context through that lens.  

Where, he asks, does Freire and Volf fit in to my dissertation? I note that I am hoping to use 

liberation theology and Volf as examples of liberation which can then provide helpful terms and 
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guidance for my own study. However, I note, I am probably not going to use Freire as my main 

example. Instead, I was considering using Gutiérrez. “Yeah, I remember when Freire came to 

Geneva he said, ‘I’m not a Christian, I’m a Marxist.’ And they welcomed him. It was about what he 

had to say.” We talk about other liberation theologians who utilize Christian theology rather than 

Marxist categories. “But” he then said, “take only one of the liberation theologians, because your 

dissertation must reach an end.” He encourages using Gutierrez. “He developed his liberation 

theology into a kingdom of God theology, which sounds very protestant. In a later footnote he 

explains this. He wrote a book on life. Read him with your questions, not with his questions.” He 

encourages me to take Gutierrez as an example of liberation theology in social terms, and to take 

Volf in terms of war and violence.  

At this point I begin to just go down the framework he created in Experiences in Theology. I 

ask if my interpretation of his work is on track. “Yes, it’s acceptable.” Then he goes on to say, “It’s 

yours. It’s your study. You must be proud on your own work.” Which reminded me of something he 

wrote to me in one of our earliest exchanges. After informing him I was accepted for PhD work, he 

congratulated me and ended his note with “have courage.” This has continued to come to mind 

throughout my studies, I tell him, as I was faced with different frustrations or opportunities. Rather 

than trying to conform or fit into what I thought was the standard approach to theology, this charge 

pushed me to take steps that resonated with my interests and my own passions. “That’s good,” he 

replies, adding that he hopes the professors at Fuller appreciate that.  I tell him that because of these 

leaps I seem to have found more favor than I might have otherwise. I tell him, having courage as a 

theologian is not something too many mention, but you live out. He seems to appreciate this 

complement both for his own work and for the inspiration he has given me. Indeed, having courage 

in theology makes it more fun too, and more risky. 

We begin with the first point of the framework: “What furthers life is whatever ministers to 
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the integrity of human life in people and communities.” I comment, in trying to fill out this section 

with other embedded themes, that this is an issue of human identity. Identity of oneself and identity 

in Christ. Moltmann notes, that Christ was sent so they might have life and life to the fullness, not 

only identity in themselves, but life in and with a broad place. In this new identity there is freedom 

and wholeness. Some aspects of religion, I say, want to narrow identity. He agrees, but we have 

covered this earlier, so we move on to the next point.  

I read aloud his second part: “What furthers life is whatever ministers to the integration of 

individual life into the life of the community, and the life of the human community into the warp 

and weft of all living things on earth.”
43

 This prioritizes the individual identity as being, by 

necessity, integrated into community with others and with this whole world. The whole identity of a 

person becomes involved in community with people and everything. Moltmann notes that this is the 

“greening” of his theology. “Since God in Creation I find this very important,” he says, “Modern 

man wants to become the ruler of the earth, subdue the earth, but this is a great misunderstanding. 

We are part of the earth.” I bring up Blumhardt, who I learned in my reading also had a ‘green’ 

theology. “Blumhardt had a special relationship to the earth,” he says. “You find traces in Barth and 

also in Bonhoeffer. Be faithful to the earth. Bonhoeffer said to his fiancé, ‘Our wedding should be a 

yes to the earth.’ And this is a situation when Berlin was in ruins, his fiancé was far away.” He 

notes that Jeremiah said, I and the beleaguered Jerusalem are the antidote. “Or like Martin Luther 

planting an apple tree. If the world would come to an end tomorrow that is a yes in the face of the 

no, and the yes is stronger.”  

So much, I say, of the preaching of the Gospel these days is about personal salvation, 

ignoring the broader implications of God’s work. Moltmann shares that Yong Yi Cho, of the Full 

Gospel Church in Korea, told him, “I must repent, because I only preached the salvation of the soul. 
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There is also social salvation and the salvation of the creation.” He learned there is salvation and 

renewal wherever there is life. He told him this change in his awareness came about by Moltmann’s 

influence.  

I note that this overall approach reflects what I see as Moltmann’s postmodern approach. 

Throughout his works, it seems that he has a working understanding of pre-modern, modern, and a 

new approach that I am calling his postmodernism. In the pre-modern world, humanity was a afraid 

of nature, oppressed by it, and struggled in the face of its power. Thought and society reflected this 

fear of nature. In the modern era, humanity learned how to overcome their fears and indeed surpass 

much of the power of nature. No longer was nature something to be afraid of, it was something to 

be subdued, conquered. In modernity, humanity learned how to oppress nature. In what I see as 

Moltmann’s postmodern understanding, the new era of humanity involves integration. We are not 

afraid of the world, nor must we try to conquer it. Rather, humanity is learning how to integrate 

with nature, participating with the broader world I in a way that promotes flourishing for all of 

nature and all of humanity. The postmodern human, in this approach, seeks integration. These 

approaches to the world are also reflected in each era’s approach to theology.   

Moltmann responds, “I would not call this postmodern, but the Ecological Age. Certainly 

we need not only peace on earth but peace with earth.” He mentions some of the efforts being made 

throughout the world, adding, “There’s a lot of things to do.” Then he notes that he just came from a 

congress of the CDU. The Chancellor of Germany, Angela Merkel is trying to change the energy 

production, “to get away from atomic to renewable energy.” Her party is not entirely following but 

there are increased signs of resistance against approaches that are seen as counter to natural 

flourishing. “This is our debate in Germany, and in US, and Japan.” And with this, Moltmann lets 

me know he is feeling tired and we plan to meet again the next day.  
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Session Three44 

 Once again, I begin this session by asking a general question of interest rather than what is 

specifically related to my dissertation. I knew this was a rare chance, so I asked his thoughts about 

the direction of theology in the future. What is next for theology? He answered, “Ecotheology, 

because we have no real understanding of the earth as God’s creation, and the living space of many 

earth creatures. We are only one of them. Science and technology focuses on humanity as the 

subject with the rest as our objects, but we are just part of nature so we much change our 

perspectives not only to look from us to the world but also from the world as creation to us.” He 

paused for a little bit, then moved on to his second thought, “A better understanding of the Trinity. 

Especially the concept of perichoresis. You are in me, I am in you, this is what a community of love 

is all about. An open community and inviting community.”  

Another pause, then he continued, “I think our relationship with the synagogue and with the 

Jews is still problematic, not only in Germany but also in other countries. Some rabbis and other 

scholars wrote a document as a starting point, but we must give account why we use their text, their 

Tanach, as our Old Testament and this is a special relationship.  We need a dialogue with Israel, 

because we speak to each other with an open book. We have a mission to others because we tell 

them something new.” We have a special, shared story with the Jewish people, and this must, he 

feels, be better developed in theological studies. “Perhaps we should, for Christian ethics, we should 

look deeper into the Sabbath legislation of the Old Testament. Because this is how nature and 

creation is regenerating its life, the Sabbath day, year, jubilee. Perhaps we should translate it into 

the financial world.”  

He then paused again, and added to his list. “To bring all those together who belong to the 

Lord is still an ecumenical task. So many splits, is very unsatisfactory and unsatisfying.” I ask 
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where the ecumenical hope will come from.
45

 “Well the key of the ecumenical movement is John 

17:1, ‘so they might all be one.’ This prayer was heard by the father, so in the perspective of the 

Father we are already one. In Christ’s perspective we are undivided. So it is a scandal of 

denominations.” I note that Moltmann has written he feels comfortable taking communion in any 

church because he is the member of the whole church. He replies, “The reformed church is my 

tradition, my past, while the ecumenical church is my future. Though I am at home anywhere I am 

accepted.”  

He goes on to say, “This is the question of Christian community, how to tolerate diversity. 

We belong together. We have to learn this, to have a community with some uniformity is simple. 

But to tolerate and to suffer disagreements is perhaps is better for the community.” The Spirit brings 

unity and the Spirit brings diversity. We can have different priorities and interests and gifts. 

“Catholics,” he notes, “are all embracing, but still Roman. This doesn’t work.” I reply that it is hard 

to have people give up their power.  “But power doesn’t last,” he says. “Righteousness lasts.”  

 We move on to the next aspect of this overall guideline.  “What furthers life is whatever 

spreads reverence for life and the affirmation of life through love for life.” This pushes the idea of 

community beyond just community for its own sake as part of human identity, and into a better 

understanding of what kind of community this should be. There is, in this community, a  reverence 

for life, an affirmation of life. This is a creative participation. We are to engage life not to have a 

rigid unity, but to have a creative dance. Moltmann reminds me I use dance as a great metaphor for 

my first book and he then mentions that the wilderness also has a rich potentiality for life.
46

 

“Discover your possibilities,” he says, “and realize what you can, good possibilities not bad.” It is 

not, I say, just affirming our own possibilities but also about helping others discover theirs. He 
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agrees. Moving this into the topic of leadership, I note that this should be a model of pastor, that 

they help others participate. Echoing the emphasis at the Jakobuskirche, Moltmann says, “what is 

not done by a congregation must not be done. Even if a pastor can do it, he should not.”  

Seeking clarification, and maybe more pointed comments, I ask how he understands the role 

of a pastor or leader. “Perhaps like a coach… A pastor should not take all the charismata to himself 

and have the people help him. This is the wrong approach. In some traditions we have the idea that 

here is the pastor, and people help him do his work. This isn’t right. He should help the people do 

their work. Therefore, one postulate is, what a congregation will not do, the pastor should not do it 

by himself. The congregation should deal with their potentialities and also the impossibilities.” 

 I return to the idea that so many define the church as a place the word is rightly preached 

and the sacraments are administered, which implies there is a pastor doing these things.
47

 “No, 

that’s not enough.” Then he reminds me, “we’ve gone into this already,” and refers back to our 

conversation about objects and subjects. But he goes on, “According to the synoptic Gospels, the 

kingdom of God belongs already to the children and to the poor.” He continues, “So they belong to 

us.  So Christ is not only sending us into the world, he is waiting for us, in the oppressed in the 

hungry, and the oppressed, and in the children. The congregation must be open. It is not enough to 

center around the eucharist, and such. I have a chapter on this in Church in the Power of the Spirit.” 

We move on to discuss Moltmann’s fourth point: “What furthers life is whatever heals 

broken relationships and liberates life that has been oppressed.” I read a portion from my essay: 

“The true victory of the church is not found in domination but in restoration, in providing healing 

and offering wholeness to those who are broken through emotional, social, or physical hardships.” 

Moltmann notes that this healing community in the world, brings renewal to society and “in the 

horizon of nature.” He adds, “We have so many broken relationships with nature. The world is 
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looking for healing.”  

I bring up an essay on Bonhoeffer that Moltmann wrote about fifty years ago, in which he 

discusses the “mandates” of Bonhoeffer. I ask if this is still a helpful guide. Moltmann summarizes 

the four mandates, adding, “and he wrote this in a totalitarian regime, where everything was 

politicized. Now we live in a totalitarian regime where everything is economized. Everything is 

made into a commodity. You pay for it and you get it.” I note this is true even in church, and 

Moltmann agrees.  

He goes on to say: 

In this situation it would be good to say a Christian church functions differently, not like a 

firm or a bank. A university is not a bank. A hospital is not a shopping mall. They have 

different forms of life and these different forms of life must be respected. Just as we respect 

that competition is a tool for good in an economy. But it’s not a life and death competition. 

Those who lose must survive, like a football game. They cannot kill you. So there’s rules 

and limits in which economists should think economically and church people should think 

theologically. The university is also different. We have this overall economization of life at 

the present, and this is repressive. 

 

Jumping off from this, I ask how he understands the role of theology in public life, noting 

that the idea of a public theology has become very commonly discussed. “Yeah, we started this with 

what we called political theology. We make theology not only for insiders but also for outsiders. 

We think about God with a face to the world. This was a means in which we discovered where 

injustice happens.” He gives some specific examples, and then adds that we are to tell this to the 

public, to the state, and “we tell this also to the congregations. Be aware, things are happening 

outside. This is a important point I believe.” He brings up the passage in Matthew 25, where Christ 

speaks of those who helped those in need, helping him. The people before him ask, “When did we 

see you?” Moltmann goes on to say, “So it’s not a question only of believing but also of seeing, of 

discovering. This is part of public theology in our understanding: ‘let people see.’ We are to bring 

awareness that brings understanding.” To let the blind see, I add. He nods.  
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At this point we turn to Moltmann’s fifth point: “What furthers life is whatever leads to the 

new beginning of life in hope.”  The task of theology, I say, is not just offering a way out of death, 

we say there is something more, more participation in life. Moltmann responds, “Death, where is 

your victory? This was the first Easter hymn, that life is stronger than death, if life is lived in love.” 

I quote a passage from Theology of Hope:  

“God has exalted man and given him the prospect of a life that is wide and free, but man 

hangs back and lets himself down. God promises a new creation of all things in 

righteousness and peace, but man acts as if everything were as before and remained as 

before. God honors him with his promises, but man does not believe himself capable of what 

is required of him. This is the sin which most profoundly threatens the believer. It is not the 

evil he does, but the good he does not do, not his misdeeds but his omissions, that accuse 

him. They accuse him of a lack of hope.”
48

 

 

Oh yeah, he says, agreeing with his early comments. Hope is a life, I say, lived in creative 

risk, and there seems to be a creative risk in love. “Yeah,” he says, “Perhaps the risk is not too 

dangerous. There’s a trust. But love in community is 100% love and 100% respect, from one life to 

the other.” He then adds, “You will experience this.”
49

 To truly love people, I note, we have to risk 

being hurt. When we love people who are incomplete or not whole, they will hurt us and they will 

hurt us. In the model of Christ, we press on in love even though it will hurt us. “Right,” he says, 

“normally we attempt to turn away. This is to give up.” I add, that is when we turn off our 

willingness to love. “Yeah,” he agrees. “Right. But it’s creative suffering, and we also share the 

sorrow of the other person. Yeah.”  

 He then asks me a question, “Do you happen to know this old British chap, Studdert 

Kennedy, The Sorrow of God?” I reply that I didn’t. He goes on, while turning and looking for a 

book on the shelf behind him. “I was deeply impressed by him, because he was a chaplain in the 

trenches, not in the gazebos. Part of his poem on the sorrow of God, the hardest part is the heart of 
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God. Therefore he developed an understanding of the suffering of God, because God loves people 

who contradict God, and kill themselves, and he understood how God must feel in World War I.” I 

note that this is a time when the society was resisting God’s work in the midst of a needless war. He 

adds, “The other one influenced by Studdert Kennedy was Desmond Tutu.” We talk about this for a 

bit, and about how he found a plaque to Studdert Kennedy in a small London church. He finds the 

book, points out the poem, “The Sorrow of God.”
50

 I note that he writes in the words of the people. 

He was the “cigarette smoking padre, Woodbine Willie.”  

We then turn to discuss his sixth point:  “What furthers life is whatever ministers to God’s 

covenant with life, and whatever breaks the covenant of death.”
51

 This is the first of his expressly 

Trinitarian guidelines, with this one focusing on the Father. “This is a reminder of Jeremiah,” 

Moltmann says, “in which he speaks of those people who have a covenant with death. The new 

covenant is with you, your descendents and all living beings. This is an embracing covenant of life. 

Well I developed this further in the first chapter of the ethics of hope… “ I note that this has to do 

with the divine patience. “Yeah,” Moltmann replies, “God’s omnipotence is not that he is 

controlling everything but that he is a bearing God. I bore you on eagle’s wings, like a mother 

bearing a child, like a father bearing a son, I have borne you through the desert, through the 

wilderness to the Promised Land. In Isaiah there is a wonderful quotation, ‘yes I will bear you until 

you become old and gray.’ This is much better than to speak that God is almighty and in control of 

everything.” And, I say, God is waiting for us to finally arrive. Yes, he says, “we are awaited.” 

I note that this brings the discussion back to the idea that God gives us space. In The Coming 

of God, Moltmann writes that God creates space gives room for creation. In the same way we have 

to have this creative space-making and, in patience, await and give space to those who might not 
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feel they are even ready. “That is why one of the secret names of God is.. a wide space, broad 

place.” God is not removed, but he is a promising father. I quote Alan Hirsch and Michael Frost: “If 

we are to be a truly biblical people then we must affirm that God is here with us and always has 

been. He’s not afraid to get his hands dirty in the horrors of human freedom that is called history. 

Even war can be used for his purpose. He is involved.”
 52

 

This makes me think of my recent studies on a theology of history. So I ask how do we 

understand God’s active work in history. “Well,” Moltmann replies, “in a Trinitarian way. God the 

Father created the world through the Logos in the power of the Spirit… Creation is from God, 

through God, and in God.” He goes on to say that in God the Spirit there is the dynamics, élan 

vitale, even in the evolution of things, and the Spirit is not always in the place where the action is, 

but is working and maintaining life, furthering life. “This a long story,” he adds, noting that he says 

more about this in God in Creation.  

 I say that some are resistant to seeing God’s work in history because of Hegel, and as it was 

misused by Marx and the Nazis and others. “Well this was the general belief in progress in the 19
th

 

century, especially in the US, not only in Marx.” He goes on to share some thoughts about America. 

“Americans are always ready to see, there’s no more future oriented people in the world than the 

Americans. This I love about the Americans, they get up, but they have in American politics always 

this messianic overtone.” He continues on, ending with, “This is the American century, this will 

bring much suffering to American.”  

I ask how do we find a hope in our contributions without falling into a messianic confusion. 

Other countries have had their moments and have their moment end, I say. “The UN may be 

developed so that national foreign policy becomes world domestic policy. Because we see the other 

nation not as a foreigner but as a partner on the way, so our foreign policy is our home policy.” He 
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notes that in this world, there are times in which instances of justice and freedom happen. These are 

signs of the kingdom, but this is not in general an approach to the kingdom of God. We can see the 

signs and even participate with them, but we do not orchestrate the kingdom or bring it in. “Only 

God can make the kingdom,” he says.   

I see this as a danger in the emerging church and others, where there seems to be a return to 

faith in human progress. While not explicitly stated, there is this impression that if we do this work, 

everything will be peaceful.
53

 They sometimes seem to ignore that it is God’s work in bringing this. 

He replies, “Yeah, they must turn it around. Because everything will be peaceful we must do what 

we can to make peace here and now, however fragmentary it will be. It is not necessary for us to 

bring the Messiah, the Messiah is pressing us to do something today, to prepare the way. So, one 

must identify with this progress, but not separate it. Because the kingdom of God has become the 

kingdom of Christ. If we are in Christ and with Christ, we can work for the kingdom as St. Paul 

says.” So, I add, we participate with what God is doing? “Yeah, with our small power.” Moltmann 

then goes on to emphasize the importance of how we refer to God, noting that after the 3
rd

 century 

the Abba prayer disappeared and was replaced by “our Father in heaven.” He adds, “That’s a great 

distance. If we would bring Abba father, Jesus would be present nearby. So I like the Taizé 

movement because they reintroduced the Abba prayer. And this is the father God, but the father of 

Jesus Christ. His father became our father. So we should use the same name. This prayer should be 

reintroduced in the congregations.” 

I read the seventh point: “What furthers life is, first and last, whatever makes Christ present, 

Christ who is the resurrection and the life in person; for in and with Christ the kingdom of eternal 

life is present, and this kingdom overcomes the destructive powers of death.” Moltmann replies, “I 

believe that.” Which is fortunate to continued interpretation of his works, to be sure. I press farther 
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in my understanding of the idea of Word in our churches, going back to the idea that in some 

theology, the Word is the Word preached, or refers to Scripture alone. Can we, I ask, understand the 

word not only as preached, but as the Word that is more fully conveyed as the Body expressing all 

the gathered gifts? The Word becomes the expression of everyone. “Yes,” he response, “and also 

God is not only a speaking but also a hearing God. The pastor should not preach only, but should 

also listen. But up to now the situation is one great mouth and many little ears. The congregation 

should also speak.”  He continues, “So, in an assembly the group should show up and speak out 

about what they are doing, what they need. We need more gathering of the whole community, not 

just once a year and not just for the budget, but for festive coming together, where people must not 

only listen but can also speak. I think this was also the idea of the Bible study movement three 

hundred years ago, that the lay people should also discover and say what they understand.” 

 I note that seems to be something the Wesleys and the Quakers found a richness in doing. 

They went to the people and helped them find their voice. Wesley and the Quakers raised up 

women. Moltmann shared a personal story, “Let me give you an example. My mother-in-law was a 

true church-goer. She had listened to at least three thousand sermons in her life, but had great 

difficulty to speak out what she in her heart believed. She had always learned to listen but not to 

speak, to express her own belief and profession.” The habit, I say, of being passive reaches into 

people’s whole relations with God. “Yeah, yeah,” he replies. 

I read a passage from my essay: “It is the understanding that Jesus lived as well as died, rose 

again as well as was sacrificed, and did for reasons other than adding texture to what would 

otherwise be a short tale.”
54

 Part of the emerging church, I say, is this interest in going beyond the 

story of the cross and looking at the whole Gospel as being an inclusive testimony of Christ’s work 

in this world. “The center of the Gospel,” he replies, “is the self-giving of Christ, not a sacrifice or a 
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victimization but a self-giving; and the self-giving of God and the resurrection from death and from 

evil, so Good Friday and Easter are the center. But the teaching Jesus and the healing Jesus and the 

Jesus in community is certainly worthwhile.” Jesus becomes a brother with us in our sufferings, I 

note, which is a central part of Moltmann’s understanding. I ask if he understands Christ’s life, as 

well as his death, showing examples of this shared brotherhood. “In Jesus life and death are 

consonant, belong together, without his life, he would not have been accused or killed.” There is a 

unity, and “our apostolic creed is wrong,” he says, because “between born and suffering, there is 

just a comma, and that is not enough. We must include that he was baptized, and preached the 

gospel and was healing the sick and accepting the outcasts, etc. etc. All these messianic works 

belong together with the crucifixion.” They, I suggest, inform the crucifixion. “In The Way of Jesus 

Christ I try to bring this together,” he responds. 

 Fortunately, I just so happen to have a quote from this book in this section of my paper, 

which I read out loud: 

“Christopraxis is a way of life, a way in which people learn who Jesus is, learn it with all 

their senses, acting and suffering in work and prayer. To know Jesus does not simply mean 

learning the facts of Christological dogma. It means learning to know him in the praxis of 

discipleship… Christology emerges from Christian living and leads into Christian living. A 

mere theory about Christ is insufficient, because purely theoretical knowledge about him is 

inappropriate. Consequently, Christological theory has to point beyond itself, and 

paradoxically away from itself, to the doing of God’s will, in which ‘knowing Jesus’ as the 

Lord becomes whole and entire.”
55

 

 

“Well,” Moltmann adds after I finish reading, “this is Mennonite Christology, to know Jesus 

by following Jesus. There is orthodoxy, orthopraxy, and since the Pentecostal movement 

orthopathy. The feeling, the emotions, belong together with the reason. And this was overlooked in 

the German tradition for a long time.” I note that the Pietists brought some of the feeling back, but 

they left the practice out. “Sometimes, yes.” This is where the Blumhardts were able to re-integrate 
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action and feeling, I say. “Yes,” he says. “Yes.”  

 At about fifty four minutes into the conversation I read the eighth, and last point, in which 

Moltmann turns to the Spirit: “It means ‘deified’ life too, the life of Paul and Athanasius saw in the 

children of God – in the sonship and daughterhood of those ‘driven’ by God’s Spirit (Rom. 8:14). 

This driving power, this leaven of the Spirit, is not to be found in the Spirit’s essential nature but in 

his energies… They are the creative energies of the Spirit in which the uncreated and the created are 

bonded, and which renew the human life from its foundations , making it immortal in the eternal 

fellowship of God.” We just begin to talk further about this, when the door bell rings. Amy was to 

meet us at 5pm and she came right on time.  

Moltmann invites her in, brings in another chair (motioning for her to sit on the nice leather 

chair I had been using, and for me to sit on the less comfortable dining room chair he brought). 

There was about fifteen minutes of mostly small talk, all delightful and yet slightly awkward for 

three obvious introverts. He asked about our trip, our lives, and was entirely gracious and kind, as 

he was throughout all the three sessions. At the very end, after I had turned the recording off, he 

turned to Amy and told her that her husband “has a beautiful and poetic spirit.”  Words which I 

shall treasure in my heart for a very long time and which helped cap off three conversations that 

exceeded my expectations and help me feel much more ready to write my dissertation.  
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